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Abstract: This paper experimentally investigates, for the first time, a new wavelength-division
multiplexing-based visible light communications link based on a defocused non-imaging multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO), which removes the need for tuned optical bandpass filters paired
with each receiver. The proposed system is based on using the natural diversity of the individual light
emitting diodes (LEDs) within a single light source to generate an H-matrix, which is independent of
spatial diversity. We show that, by transmitting K-independent sets of non-return to zero on-and-off
keying signals on separate wavelengths, the received superposed symbols can be demultiplexed.
The non-imaging MIMO diversity is achieved by considering the power-current characteristics of the
light emitting diode, the responsivity of the photodetector array, and the defocused beam spot. The
system is empirically verified for K = 3 using red, green, and blue LEDs with Q-factors of 7.66, 7.69,
and 4.75 dB, respectively.

Keywords: visible light communications; MIMO; WDM

1. Introduction

Visible light communications use light-emitting diode (LEDs)-based light fixtures
to provide simultaneous data communications and illumination. In VLC systems, two
types of white light LEDs in solid-state lighting can be utilized. (i) White phosphor LEDs
(WPLEDs) are the most commonly used due to their energy efficiency and lower complexity.
They are comprised of a blue chip with a color-converting phosphor that results in a limited
modulation bandwidth Bmod of a few MHz [1]. (ii) Tri-chromatic-based white light using
red, green, and blue (RGB) multicolor-chip array LEDs, which must be carefully balanced
to generate stable white light, offering significantly higher Bmod on each element, which is
reported to be up to an order of magnitude higher than WPLED [2].

However, the small Bmod of off-the-shelf LEDs can be a bottleneck for the develop-
ment of high throughput VLC systems [3–6]. To increase the data rate of WPLEDs, there
are few technologies such as optical blue filtering, equalization, high spectral-efficiency
multi-level, and multi-carrier modulations, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and
spatial multiplexing, i.e., multi-input multi-output (MIMO) [1,7,8]. RGB LEDs naturally
render themselves to the parallel transmission of data, aggregating the data throughput or
facilitating multiple access schemes [9]. WDM in VLC has been reported [3,4] with the data
rates of >16 Gb/s [3]. MIMO VLC systems, using the multiple LEDs located on the ceiling
for illumination, have been reported to increase data rates and to mitigate inter-channel
crosstalk-induced interference in WDM systems using signal processing techniques to
improve the link performance [5,6,10–12]. Data rates > 1 Gb/s over a transmission distance
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of 1 m using four channels, and 7.48 Gb/s over 0.5 m using nine channels via individually
addressable micro LED (µLED) arrays, as reported in [5]. In [13–16], the combination of
WDM and MIMO were employed to improve both the aggregated data rate (6.36 Gb/s)
and reliability of the VLC. In [13], a hybrid WDM-MIMO successive interference cancela-
tion algorithm was used to further reduce the interference between channels. Similarly,
in [16], a 2 × 2 WDM-MIMO system using a zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer and dedicated
receivers (Rxs) with optical bandpass filters (OBFs) per wavelength was demonstrated.
In [17], 2.4 Gb/s spectrally efficient frequency division multiplexing WDM VLC with the
minimum mean square error-sorted QR decomposition algorithm-based MIMO detector
was experimentally investigated. However, in WDM VLC, system performance relies on
the successful separation of each wavelength and the use of a costly narrow band OBFs
at the receiver, which are matched to the transmit wavelengths, for demultiplexing the
transmitted signals [18]. In addition, OBPs properties degrade if the incident light is not
perpendicular to their surfaces, which is an issue in VLC systems considering the random
positions of the receivers.

In general, WDM systems rely on OBFs, which increases their aggregated expense. In
this paper, we demonstrate that a combination of MIMO and WDM can be implemented to
isolate and remove the OBF requirement. By adding a plano-convex lens in front of the
MIMO front-end receiver and defocusing the light-paths that spread the light over each of
the receivers, it is possible to use the diversity introduced by the individual characteristics
of the RGB-LED optoelectronic responses, instead of the usual spatial diversity, to create
a H-matrix that can be used to recover the data. This leads to achieving a WDM-like
system with wideband optical spectra with no optical filters from a point source. The
received WDM signal consists of superposed symbols, which comprise the sum of K-
independent on-off keying non-return to zero (OOK-NRZ) signals, which occupy the same
frequency space, where K is the number of LED chips/wavelengths used for transmission.
Signal demultiplexing is achieved using the ZF algorithm on the H matrix channel state
information (CSI), which is simple to implement with low computational complexity at
the cost of amplified noise [4]. The diversity required by H is achieved through the electro-
optical (E/O) conversion of the LEDs, the photodetector (PD) array wavelength-dependent
responsivityR(λ), and the defocused beam spot on the PD array.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the proposed D-MIMO,
Section 3 describes the experimental test-bed, while full verification, results, and discussion
are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are outlined in Section 5.

2. RGB Defocused MIMO

The system block diagram for RGB D-MIMO is shown in Figure 1a. Three (i.e.,
K = 3) independent OOK-NRZ data streams of xR(t), xG(t), and xB(t) are generated for the
R, G, and B LED chips, respectively. As with the parallel transmission associated with
MIMO, the received signal on each of the PDs is the weighted sum of the three transmitted
signals. Deconstruction of the aggregate signals into the estimate of each transmitted data
is achieved through the insertion of pilot signals (PSs) at each wavelength. Each PS has
designated a unique time slot with respect to each other. Hence, when a single PS is active,
the other two LEDs are idle. At the end of the PS period, the H matrix containing the CSI is
logged. Once H has been garnered, the simultaneous parallel transmission of the data can
take place.
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Figure 1. (a) Defocused MIMO system block diagram. BT: bias tee, LD: laser driver, and (b) photograph of the defocused
beam on the PD array.

The received signal is given by [1]:

Y = HX + N (1)

where Y is a K × 1 column vector containing the received signals obtained for the current
time sample on each of the independent PDs. H is the K × K CSI matrix. X is a K × 1
column vector encompassing the current independent transmit data stream samples (R, G,
and B). N = [n1, n2, n3, . . . . nK]T is a K × 1 column vector representing the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) experienced by each Rx. Expanding (1), we have: Y1

Y2
Y3

 =

 h1,R h1,G h1,B
h2,R h2,G h2,B
h3,R h3,G h3,B

  xR
xG
xB

+

 n1
n2
n3

 (2)

where hk,λ is the CSI coefficient for kth PD, and is given as:

hk,λ = Hk,λ (0)Pk(λ)R(λ) (3)

where Pk(λ) is the transmitted optical power for the kth LED and λ is the wavelength.
Note that CSI is defined by three main parameters (i)R(λ) of PD, as shown in Figure 2a.
Figure 2b shows (ii) LED’s E/O conversion efficiency. (iii) The line of sight (LoS) DC gain
given by [1]:

H(0) =


(m +1)A

2πd2 cosm(ϕ)g(ψ) cos(ψ),
0 ≤ ψ ≤ Ψc

0, ψ > Ψc,
(4)

where m is Lambertian order of emission of the LED, A is the PD’s active area, d is the
transmission distance, and ϕ and ψ are the angles of irradiance and incidence, respectively.
g(ψ) is the gain of the optical concentrator. Ψc represents the field of view (FOV) of the PD.
TheR(λ) plot of the Si PD is depicted in Figure 2a, with the R (645 nm), G (529 nm), and
B (469 nm) components highlighted at 0.45, 0.32, and 0.26 A/W, respectively. Figure 2b
illustrates the normalized optical power as a function of the drive current for all three LEDs.
It shows that R and B LEDs have similar current to power conversion profiles with the
B LED exhibiting less linearity. The G LED exhibits a lower conversion efficiency and a
non-linear behavior compared to the R and B LEDs.
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Figure 2. (a) A typical Si PD responsivity curve and (b) normalized E/O conversion of the RGB LED.

Each of the CSI coefficients in this system is estimated by transmitting the PSs over
a given time t and logged as the time-averaged amplitude. Note that the CSI coefficients
are extracted using the double Gaussian curve fitting in MATLAB over a histogram of the
received PS and by finding the amplitude between the maxima (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. CSI coefficient extraction hk,{R,G,B} from the transmitted pilot signal.

Following determination of CSI, parallel transmission of the data streams takes place,
and the accumulative signal at the kth Rx is given by:

Yk = hk,R xR + hk,G xG + hkBxB + nk (5)

where nk is the AWGN at the kth Rx with zero mean and variance σ2
n. Note that the

background induced shot noise is the most dominant source with the variance given by [1]:

σ2
bg = 2qBefRIbg (6)

where q is the electron charge, Bef is the bandwidth of the electrical filter following the
optical Rx, and Ibg is the background noise current.

A simple but not optimal approach to estimate the transmitted data in WDM systems
is a receiver that eliminates all crosstalk. This is achieved using the decoding algorithm
based on the ZF equalizer, which is shown to have almost identical performance to the
more complex minimum mean squared error and the Vertical-Bell labs layered space–time
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(V-BLAST) beamformers in the LoS VLC MIMO system reported in [10]. The estimated
transmitted data using the ZF equalizer is given by [10]: xRest

xGest
xBest

 =

 h1,R h1,G h1,B
h2,R h2,G h2,B
h3,R h3,G h3,B

−1  Y1
Y2
Y3

 (7)

The output of the ZF receiver is only a function of the desired signal and the noise
multiplied by the filter coefficients. For the H matrix to be invertible, there needs to be
a diversity between the CSI’s, which in this work is achieved along the rows through a
combination of R(λ) and E/O conversion of different LEDs. The diversity within the
columns arises from the defocusing of the optical beam on the PD array, which covers an
area slightly larger than the PD array and is intentionally positioned, so the center of the
beam is offset from the array center. Thus, each PD is in a different position with respect
to the center of the spot. A PD closer to the middle of the spot has a higher H(0) than one
near to or on the edge. Positioning the spot in this manner increases the diversity between
the CSI columns in the H matrix. This is demonstrated in the photograph of Figure 1b.
Although the picture shows four PDs, only three are being used (PD1 to 3)

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. RGB LED Characterisation

The LEDs used for the RGB D-MIMO link have been characterized, as shown in
Figure 4a–c, for the frequency response, relative spectral output and optical beam profile,
and in Figure 2b for E/O conversion. The normalization factor in Figures 2b and 4b,c have
been set using the maximum output power levels at the peak wavelengths of 469, 529, and
645 nm. The frequency response was measured using an Agilent Technologies MXA Signal
Analyser (N9020A). Each trace was normalized to 0 dB at the minimum test frequency
of 1 MHz. The measured 3 dB bandwidths are 8.8, 7.6, and 7 MHz for the R, B, and G
LED chips, respectively. The relative spectral profiles shown in Figure 4b display adequate
isolation between wavelengths with a slight overlap between B and G LEDs. The RGB
beam profile (Figure 4c) shows that both the B and R beams are skewed to the right and
left, respectively, whereas the G beam is centered to the normal. Skewing of the B and R
can actually assist in the diversity of H matrix rows, given that CSI is also dependent on
the irradiance and illuminance angles (ϕ, ψ) as described in (4). Figure 4d highlights the
relative positions of the colored chips on the LED die. The LED has a dome lens covering
it, which could explain the skew experienced by the R and B wavelengths since they are
both positioned off-center.

3.2. System under Test

The experimental block diagram is shown in Figure 1. LabVIEW was used to control
both the arbitrary function generators (AFGs, Tektronix AFG3252) and digital storage
oscilloscope (DSO, Keysight DSO9254A) via GPIB and LAN connections, respectively.
Three independent pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS) (xR, xG, xB) of length 210−1
were uploaded onto the separate channels of the AFG’s via the GPIB interface for intensity
modulation of each of the RGB chips via a bias tee. A bias current IB of 300 mA was
applied to each LED chip through the laser driver (LD) to maintain constant illumination.
Following, free-space transmission through a 75 cm LoS channel, at the Rx a 10 cm plano-
convex lens was used to launch the light beam onto the PD (Osram OSD15-5T) array
(Figure 1b), the output of which was AC coupled to transimpedance amplifiers (TIA,
AD8015). The regenerated electrical signals Yk were captured using the DSO and then
uploaded to the PC via the LAN cable for off-line processing. Using MATLAB, the signals
are low-pass filtered (LPF) at the bit rate RB, prior to being processed into either the CSI
coefficients or demultiplexed into estimates of the transmitted data. For the experiments,
RB of 5 Mb/s per channel was chosen, as this lies comfortably within the LED Bmod.
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4. Experimental Verification

Each of the OOK-NRZ data streams, including the PSs, at RB of 5 Mb/s are captured
at a sampling rate fs of 50 MS/s. Following the PS transmission period, where three inde-
pendent PRBS of 104 bits were captured and analyzed using the CSI coefficient extraction
method explained in Section II, the measured H matrix is given by:

H =

 0.0756 0.0364 0.0970
0.1048 0.0630 0.1466
0.0840 0.0466 0.0906

 (8)

From (8) it can be seen that the 2nd column (λG) is significantly lower than the 1st
and 3rd (i.e., λR and λB) for each of the Rx (i.e., rows). This is due to the considerably
lower E/O conversion factor for the G LED chip (Figure 2b). Results for the estimated data
(xRest, xGest, xBest) of the D-MIMO are shown in Figure 5, where (a), (c), and (e) display the
transmitted and estimated data streams for λR, λB, and λG, respectively, whereas (b), (d),
and (f) show their respective eye diagrams. As in the PS, the estimated waveforms shown
in Figure 5a,c,e display the baseline wander [17], which is attributed to the AC coupling at
the transmitter due to the use of bias tees and AC coupling between PDs and TIAs at the
Rxs. Nevertheless, the estimates of the transmitted data show a good correlation with the
original data sets.

While using the ZF algorithm, the amplitudes of all estimated data sets are normalized.
Furthermore, the eye diagrams for R and B LEDs display clear eye openings, whereas for
the G LED, the eye is less open and is much closer to the noise floor. This can be attributed
to the lower E/O conversion (Figure 2b) and the optical beam profile (Figure 4c), thus
resulting in a lower received power level, hence the reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
This is also proven in (8), where the PSs for the 2nd column are almost half that of the 1st
and 3rd columns. Using the equations outlined in [1], the estimated Q-factor (sampled at
the midpoint of each bit) and the statistical BER (derived from Q-factors) for λR, λB, and λG
are given in Table 1. Both λR and λB fall within the 7% forward error correction (FEC) BER
limit of 3.8 × 10−3, with λG failing to meet the FEC limit. However, with more G LEDs, the
SNR will increase and the FEC will be satisfied.
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Table 1. Q-factor and statistical BER.

Wavelength Q-Factor (dB) Statistical BER

Red 7.66 2.7 × 10−9

Blue 7.69 2.1 × 10−9

Green 4.75 1.4 × 10−3

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrated, for the first time, a defocused MIMO
setup that removed the need for optical bandpass filters in WDM links. The proposed
system is based on using the natural diversity of the individual LEDs within a single
device to generate a H-matrix, which is not dependent on spatial diversity but on the
wavelength-dependent optical power levels. Through this exploitation, the different data
streams from the different LEDs can be successfully recovered without any dichroic filters,
substantially reducing the system cost. We showed that using the simple ZF technique, the
aggregated data was successfully demultiplexed into estimates of the original transmitted
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signals. For the OOK-NRZ data sets, the measured Q-factors were sufficient for error free
transmission, with Q-factors above 7.66, 7.69, and 4.75 dB for λR, λB, and λG, respectively.
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